
Our Separators make the
improbable possible!

Now you can easily and confidently draft from weed
infested water sources, without damage to pumps
or impact to flows!

by BearsPaw 
ProtectaPump Ltd.

ProtectaPump.com

NEW FOR
2021

https://protectapump.com/


Fire Ceptor is the only product on the market that
can efficiently and safely draft in shallow water
(4”-6”) while resting on the sand, gravel, dirt, and
even in the weeds*

Making the improbable possible
for rural drafting

A NEW DRAFTING REALITY

ProtectaPump.com

* with V-Guard option

https://protectapump.com/


While drafting in shallow
water.
From gravel, rocks and
sand.
With the unique Fire Ceptor
using the patented
'Separator' (new tech).

Protect Your Fire Pump

ProtectaPump.com

Model #
2.3 HPC
3.1
3.1
4.1
4.1 H
5.1
6.1

Compact and lightweight with
built in foot valve.
Ideal for small portable fire
pumps e.g., WATERAX MK III.
Wildland – shallow water
drafting (4”) on sand, gravel etc.
V-Guard option – neutralizes 
 effects of weeds on pumps.
Unique swivel connector for
terrain flexibility.

Fire Ceptor 2.3 HPC

NEW FOR
2021

Size
2"

2.5"
3″
4”
4”
5”
6”

LPM
 427
850

1150
1750
4318
4448
5110

Imp. GPM
94

187
253
385
950
978

1124

US GPM
113
224
304
462

1140
1175
1350

 Suction Separator Flows *

* Based on the results observed during
various tests with numerous rural fire

departments in western Canada.

https://protectapump.com/
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Cost Savings: Avoid unnecessary internal Pump damage, replacement, or
repair, that resulted from the pump ingesting destructive material through
strainers (sand, gravel, etc.)
Reliability: Fire Ceptor Separators prevent damage to pumps’ internals
keeping them in newer condition longer, resulting in extended pump life and
improved reliability. 
Safety: Pumps that are well maintained and protected from ingesting solids
will normally perform as expected, so Firefighters experience the required
flow to protect both themselves and property.

Memo
To: Fire Chiefs, Firefighters, Administration and Government Depts.
From: BearsPaw ProtectaPump Ltd. & our Dealer Network
Re: For Cost Savings, Reliability, Safety - Use ‘Separators’ instead of ‘Strainers’

Over the last 3 years, we have worked with many Canadian Fire Chiefs to
develop our Fire Ceptor Separator line with their unique features. Check out live
demo clips/pictures of our 'Advanced Pump Protection' in action at
ProtectaPump.com

Live Separator demos can be arranged through our dealers. Let us help you be
better prepared for Fire Season this year! Visit our website or email us with
questions or about local dealer information. 

Thank you for your interest,

BearsPaw ProtectaPump Ltd.
info@ProtectaPump.com
ProtectaPump.com

100% Satisfaction Guaranteed & 5-Year Warranty

https://protectapump.com/
https://protectapump.com/

